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EDITORIAL

The change in the electricity system is already visible

A
A sharp increase in the use of renewable energy,
wind power and solar power presents many challenges to Central Europe’s large electricity system.
Issues such as real time balancing production and
consumption and, in particular, unexpected changes
in transmission flows have caused a lot of headaches for our colleagues in terms of maintaining
security of supply. Fortunately, they’ve been able to
avoid extensive electricity blackouts since 2006.

In recent years, our focus at Fingrid has been
less on wind power and more on managing fault
situations in a heavy import situation. Our reserve
power plants have been utilised many times. We’ve
invested in improving the availability of cross-border transmission connections, and the results can
already been seen as shorter fault durations.
Now the situation has changed. Domestic wind
power production exceeded 1,000 megawatts
for the first time on 27 August, during the Rauli
storm. A day before the storm, wind production
temporarily dropped to nearly zero. The amount of
wind power is now growing fast and will soon reach
the 2,000 megawatt level. In the future, Main Grid
Control Centre operators will look more carefully at
wind power graphs and forecasts. The need to balance rapid changes in wind power will increase and
there will be more demand for adjustable capacity.
Unfortunately, adjustable domestic capacity has
simultaneously been phased out of the market,
but fortunately the balancing power and reserve
markets now have more consumption.
The Finnish electricity system is part of the
Nordic power system. Any change in the Nordic
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production structure has a direct impact on us. We
have identified the central challenges to the Nordic
power system as adequacy of generation capacity,
system flexibility, and kinetic energy adequacy.
There are no simple solutions to these challenges,
but Nordic transmission system operators are
bringing their proposals to the discussion and implementing many improvements at the same time.
The opening of common Nordic Regional
Security Coordinator (RSC) office in Copenhagen
next year will ensure the accuracy of the transmission capacities provided to the market as well as
system security. The Nordic Automatic Frequency
Restoration Reserve (aFRR) market, which is in
the implementation phase, improves frequency
quality. In my opinion, Nordic cooperation, which
has occasionally been described as sluggish, is now
working very well.
Reima Päivinen
Senior Vice President, Power System Operation

Fingrid celebrates
its 20th anniversary

PHOTOS | FINGRID

TOPICAL

This year, Fingrid is celebrating 20 years of serving as a model
of main grid operations. A celebratory event held in September
attracted both personnel and partners from over the years.

The keynote speaker, Ensto Oy’s Chair of the Board Marjo Miettinen,
emphasised that an energy-efficient future will increasingly be electric.

Both personnel and stakeholder representatives enjoyed the atmosphere at Fingrid’s 20th anniversary celebration.

An important part of the event held in Finlandia Hall was a presentation of the film ”Suomen
sähköistäjät – Fingridin tarina” (Electrifiers of
Finland – the story of Fingrid), which mapped out
the history of Fingrid. The documentary film follows
the electrification of Finland from the late 19th
century, while providing background information
on the stages of establishment and development
of Finland’s transmission system operator amidst

a constantly diversifying electricity market. The
documentary also looks into the future; electricity
production will become increasingly fragmented
and increasingly be based on renewable energy.
At the event, Fingrid’s President & CEO Jukka
Ruusunen gave a speech about the company. Keynote speaker Marjo Miettinen, Chair of the Board
of Ensto Oy, gave a review of Fingrid’s significant
role in the challenging electricity market. Creating
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a nice atmosphere at the event was music by Ylioppilaskunnan Soittajien Salonkiorkesteri (Helsinki
University Salon Orchestra), and Peter Nyman
compered the event in his own positive way. •
• The ’Suomen sähköistäjät’ film can be seen
on MTV Katsomo.
• Marjo Miettinen’s speech can be read at:
www.fingridlehti.fi

Fingrid in the top four in the
energy branding competition
This autumn, the international energy branding competition
CHARGE 2016 put operators in the field in ranking order based on,
among other things, standing out and segmentation. In the first
such branding competition in history, Fingrid finished in the top four
in the Best Transmission and Distribution Brand category.
categories in the final of the competition:
Best Energy Brand, Best Green Brand and
Best Transmission and Distribution Brand.
The competitors represented both sales
companies selling electricity directly to
consumers and distribution and transmission system operators.
The category of the Best Transmission and Distribution Brand was won by

result of change in the energy sector.
A total of 80 brands from 20 countries
participated in the competition. The 15
best brands were named in three different

distribution system operator Stedin from
the Netherlands. The title of Best Energy
Brand was won by Ovo, and Best Green
Energy Brand by Ecotricity. •

PHOTOS | ENERGY BRANDING CONFERENCE

The branding competition held in
Iceland in connection with the Branding
Energy seminar revealed fine and new
ways to tell the story of energy companies. The seminar also had presentations
on the direction of development of the
sector and why the sector’s operators
should focus on their brand. Brands are
now the subject of special attention as a

Fingrid finished in the top four in the Best Transmission and Distribution Brand category. From
the left: Tiina Miettinen from Fingrid, Leonie Prins from Stedin in the Netherlands, Koenraad van
Hasselt from TenneT in the Netherlands and the Chair of the seminar, Dr. Fridrik Larsen.
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Nordic transmission system
operators cooperate in
research and development
The Nordic transmission system operators,
Statnett, Fingrid, Svenska Kraftnät, Energinet.dk,
and Landsnet, have entered into an agreement on
cooperation in research and development.
The companies’ goals are, amongst others, to promote
the Nordic aspects in European R&D activities and to work
together on common R&D projects.
The Nordic R&D group has chosen Statnett’s R&D
director Sonja Berlijn to be the chairperson of the group for
the coming two-year-period, and Göran Ericsson, Svenska
Kraftnät, to be the secretary.
”We have learned that one company’s R&D results can
be useful for the others, as well. Thus, we want to intensify
our cooperation in R&D activities,” says Sonja Berlijn, the
newly chosen chairperson.
“We are closely connected as a region, and we have
many common challenges as well as interests.”
”We now want closer cooperation to have a stronger
voice in European R&D activities, and to get a higher return
on our R&D investments,” Claes Nielsen, Energinet, says.
Even though the challenges and interests are similar, the
companies organise their R&D in different ways.
”Learning from each other’s experiences to find the best
practices, e.g. on R&D organisation, is another important
part of the cooperation,” says Fingrid’s Technology Manager
Jussi Matilainen, a member of the group.
The Nordic TSOs’ R&D organisations have, over time, accumulated a portfolio of approximately ten joint R&D projects.
The R&D directors from Landsnet (Iceland), Energinet.
dk (Denmark), Svenska Kraftnät (Sweden), Fingrid (Finland),
and Statnett (Norway) plan to meet two times per year, in
addition to moving cooperation forward. •

PHOTO | FINGRID
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Representing Fingrid at the joint office will be Power
System Planning Specialist Ilkka Luukkonen and
Operational Planning Specialist Henri Nevalainen.
Starting their work at the new operational planning office in Copenhagen are Viktor Johansson,
Helene Sundheim, Erik Ahlström, and in the background Stig R. Hansen.

Nordic operational planning
office opens in Copenhagen
The operational planning office of four
Nordic transmission system operators
is currently launching its operations in
Copenhagen. Closer cooperation will also
improve the functioning of the Nordic
market and TSOs.
In the future, the Nordic operational planning
office (Nordic RSC) will manage joint-Nordic operational planning. The organisation is just starting up
and will become fully operational in 2017. Five tasks
have been defined for the organisation: cross-border capacity calculation, system security analysis
and risk identification, coordination of cross-border
outages, maintenance and development of common
network models, and regional short-term electricity
adequacy forecasts.
The change underway in the energy system

requires the harmonisation of EU legislation. For
example, the network codes for electricity markets
and system operation set many new requirements
for all parties involved in the European electricity
markets and power system operation.
Each TSO will send employees to Copenhagen,
and in the early stages the office will employ around
ten people. The aim of the cooperation is to share
knowledge and experience from each employee’s
“home” TSO and develop a new common Nordic
operational planning process.
The key to further enhancing Nordic cooperation is the development and implementation of a
common standardised network model for the Nordic
electricity market. The network model includes all
data from the Nordic power system that is needed
for monthly, daily and hourly operational planning.
The Nordic operational planning office utilises new
IT tools that are able to handle big data efficiently.

The joint office will lead to even
closer Nordic cooperation and
also improve the functioning of
the Nordic market and TSOs.
6
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The main target and value creation of the office
are based on converting vast amounts of data from
the entire Nordic power system into valuable operational planning information.
The national TSOs still have the full responsibility for the operation of the national transmission
systems. The information generated in the operational planning office will help the TSOs to optimise
the available transmission capacity available in the
grid and operate the future green Nordic power
system as securely as at present.
It’s a huge task to establish the joint operational
planning office and, in particular, to implement the
standardised network model. However, this will
ensure the reliability and quality of data and develop
IT calculation tools that can handle huge amounts
of data every hour.
The joint operational planning office will be
completely operational by the end of 2017. •

FEEDBACK COMPETITION IN THE
FINGRID MAGAZINE 2/2016
The winners of the feedback
competition have been selected:
Juho Louhelainen, Oulu
Tuomas Korpilahti, Kirkkonummi
Martti Uppala, Rovaniemi

THEME

Moving towards
a new energy system
Our entire energy system is undergoing a fundamental
change. Fingrid’s strategy recognises that this change
is taking us toward clean energy technologies and
a carbon-neutral society.
TEXT | MATTI VÄLIMÄKI
PHOTOS | FINGRID, LUT JA ISTOCK

Fingrid’s Chief Financial Officer Jan Montell, who
is responsible for the company’s strategy process,
confirms that growth in renewable energy will bring
new and completely different actors to the market.
“In the future, more energy will be produced
locally and in a decentralised manner, for example,
in small solar and wind power plants. Consumers will generate their own electricity and sell the
surplus to the grid. The role that grid companies
play in power system management will increase
when electricity comes from a larger number of
small suppliers.
He also reminds us that solar and wind power
are not always available consistently, which makes
this kind of system more challenging.
A CONTROLLED TRANSITION
TO A NEW SYSTEM
Montell emphasises that it’s important to move
to the new system in a controlled manner. He also
believes that we are not quite on the right track at
this time.
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“Strong subsidisation of wind power has forced
the closure of balancing power sources, such as
condensing power plants that operate according to
market terms. We currently have plenty of electricity under normal conditions, but problems may
occur during periods of severe cold weather.
OPTIMISATION, ENERGY STORAGE,
TRANSMISSION CONNECTIONS
Montell expects optimisation of energy consumption to be even more important in the future.

THEME

“Smart grids will allow us to monitor
electricity consumption at all times and find
savings. For example, electrical devices will
be disconnected from the grid whenever
possible. Digitalisation will also create completely new types of businesses, some of
which are still beyond our imagination.
Large electricity storage facilities, for
example, will have a greater role. The energy
sector is eagerly awaiting further development in battery technology.
Of course, Finland will not be alone
and our country’s electricity system will
continue to be closely linked to neighbouring
countries in the future. Continuous development is needed with regard to cross-border
transmission connections and fault repairs.

Europe also has to agree on common rules
related to power system management and
transmission.
FINGRID IS AN ENABLER
The importance of electricity is growing –
and society’s electricity dependence and
vulnerability is increasing at the same time.
“Fingrid will be the final balancer, with the
task of ensuring that electricity is in the right
place at the right time.”
According to Montell, Fingrid’s strategy
takes global trends into consideration in
many ways.
“For example, Fingrid’s role is to serve
as an enabler. We provide a platform that
others can use to build their own systems.

Our strategy calls for stronger networking
with different actors.”
The energy industry has traditionally
been quite conservative. Once a power plant
was built, it was used to produce energy for
decades. However, the new energy world is
characterised by speed and agility.
“Fingrid’s strategy also emphasises agility, trying new things and faster operations.
Digitalisation means improving and increasing the efficiency of our own processes and
continuous development of the customer
experience.” •

Fingrid’s strategy also
emphasises agility, trying new
things and faster operations.
Chief Financial Officer Jan Montell
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Head of LUT School of Energy Systems
Jarmo Partanen

The Electricity market needs fixing paper attracted dozens of comments

The market is at a crossroads,
let’s find the direction together
Early this year, Finland initiated discussion about the need to fix
the electricity market, subsequently bringing about a broad-ranging
exchange of ideas. The first concrete pilot project in the Nordic electricity
exchange has also been launched.
TEXT | MATTI VÄLIMÄKI
PHOTO | FINGRID

ast spring, Fingrid’s energy policy
discussion paper challenged decision-makers and industry operators
to consider how we should move
towards the electricity system of the future. Achieving climate targets is the starting point, but Fingrid
believes that this can be accomplished in either
a cost-effective and market-based manner or an
inefficient and centrally controlled way. Fingrid also
presented concrete methods that could improve
market activity during the transition period and
asked for views of them.
DISCUSSION HAS BEEN LIVELY
According to Fingrid’s Marketing Development
Manager Juha Hiekkala, the paper surpassed
expectations in terms of its success.
“We expected 10–15 comments, but we received a total of 36 feedback papers from different
parties. Furthermore, the feedback and comments
were very well prepared and thorough.”

The comments showed that discussion of this
issue was considered very necessary.
“With regard to the key points, we found that
many people have very similar opinions with us. On
a more detailed level, there were a wider range of
views focusing on issues that the different groups
consider most important.”
The positive feedback was balanced by some
well-argued, critical comments.
Some respondents believe that Fingrid is
giving an overly optimistic picture about the situation. The challenging situation in the electricity
market will not necessarily be resolved only by the
methods presented by the company as possible
solutions during the transition period.
According to Hiekkala, criticism is welcome and
brings new opportunities to the energy discussion,
where the common goal is to take the environment
and use of low-carbon energy more into consideration. Industry operators can influence future solutions right now and be a part of building a model

We can influence future
solutions today.
Marketing Development Manager Juha Hiekkala
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that will make Finland a frontrunner, even on the
European level.
“At Fingrid, we believe that we’re at a watershed right now. We can see the challenges of the
new situation in our operative activities on a daily
basis – now we have to choose which direction to
take. We’re responsible for the functioning of the
electricity system,” emphasises Hiekkala.
PILOT PROJECTS BEGIN
With regard to the discussion paper, the Nord Pool
electricity exchange has launched a pilot project in
which intraday market trade continues until half an
hour before the delivery hour. Fingrid is also starting a project that will increase transparency in the
balancing power market.
A report has been compiled on the basis of the
feedback received for the discussion paper and
Fingrid’s conclusions, and work will begin together
with various parties. Conclusions and measures will
be presented at Fingrid’s Grid Day on 23 November.
“We’ll be presenting our views about the kind
of actions needed to ensure that the electricity
market functions well in changing conditions. It’s
impossible for us to try and resolve all the issues
in this broad field on our own. We have to work
together,” confirms Hiekkala. •

THEME

The smart grid workgroup of the Ministry of Employment
and the Economy:
• Representation from various interest groups: operators representing the
customers, authorities, grid companies, electricity suppliers, retail market
operators, research institutions.
• The work will take two years. An interim report will be published by 1 October
2017, and the final statement by 30 September 2018.

Members of the smart grid workgroup, from left to right: Heidi Uimonen, Risto Lindroos, Markku Hyvärinen, Lasse Konttinen, Kaija Savolainen, Juha Leinonen (a
guest speaker at the meeting, not part of the smart grid workgroup), Ville Väre, Kaisa Kettunen, Jukka Kaakkola, Tatu Pahkala, Johanna Haverinen, Pasi Kuokkanen,
Riina Heinimäki, Suvi Lehtinen, Jouni Pylvänäinen, Pertti Järventausta and Marko Silokoski. Missing from the photo are Bettina Lemström, Toivo Hurme, Juha Marjeta and Jarmo Partanen.
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Smart grids connect consumers
to the electricity market
The smart grid workgroup, established this autumn by the Ministry of Employment and the Economy,
was tasked with increasing the flexibility of the electricity market and finding out how smart grids
could be utilised in the future, especially in the consumer interface.
TEXT | VERNA JULKUNEN
PHOTO | VESSI HÄMÄLÄINEN

S

mart grids function as a service
platform for the electricity market
as we move towards a more decentralised and greener electricity sys-

tem. Fingrid’s experts participate in the workgroup
which will sketch operating models for the electricity market up to 2025, and draw up concrete suggestions for measures to achieve the goals.
”At the moment, the group is creating a common view on how smart grids will shape Finland’s
power system in the next ten years. We could come
up with visions even further into the future, but the
world will look very different already in ten years,”
says the group’s secretary, Electricity Market Specialist Heidi Uimonen from Fingrid.
RENEWABLE ENERGY, REAL-TIME
INFORMATION EXCHANGE
The change underway in the electricity market
brings increasingly more renewable production to
the market that varies according to the weather,
while adjustable electricity production decreases.
International climate treaties are guiding us to look
for means to minimise carbon dioxide emissions,
and solar and wind power are establishing themselves. With the help of new technology, renewable
energy can be utilised in the electricity system
more extensively and cost-efficiently.
In the future, the electricity market will be
functioning close to real time, and systems such
as Datahub, the centralised information exchange
system for the electricity retail market, will be in
use. In addition, many ordinary electricity consumers are also becoming producers, who can
participate in and influence the electricity market
with their choices.
One of the key goals of the smart grid workgroup is to find out how small-scale consumers and
their potential for flexibility in electricity consump-

tion and production could be included in the
electricity market in the future. At the same time,
the maintenance of security of supply needs to be
promoted.
FLEXIBILITY FIRST
”If we want to have a low-carbon society by 2050,
we need a flexibly and cost-efficiently functioning
electricity market,” says Fingrid’s Senior Advisor
Risto Lindroos, a member of the workgroup.
”We are now making the choices and solutions
where the electricity market either functions flexibly and on a market basis, or stiffly and in a much
more controlled manner. I’d like to see a green,
bright and cost-effective future,” he summarises.
Flexibility increases, when the separate
electricity wholesale and retail markets are made
to work seamlessly together, and small-scale
consumers’ potential for flexibility is included in the
market. Finland is at the forefront of development,
because Finnish households have been equipped
with remotely-read and hourly-measuring electricity meters . Hourly-priced electricity contracts and
hourly imbalance settlement already enable the fair
division of benefits in demand response.
”Finland has long traditions in matters relating
to flexibility; for example, we’ve had night-time
electricity available for quite a while. In the future,
we should move from time-based control towards

a more dynamic control based on price,” Lindroos
continues.
IDEAS FOR SMART GRID SERVICES
The workgroup sees smart grids as a platform, on
which different operators can create customeroriented services that can also be used to support
the electricity system. The change will bring new
business opportunities for agile technology and
service companies, as new solutions are needed
especially in the consumer interface.
”Finland is an internationally attractive operating environment for developing innovative products
and services. An advanced electricity market and
high technological expertise are an ideal base for
trying out new things. We can be European pioneers on many fronts,” thinks Heidi Uimonen.
Smart grid visions place customers in the centre. For example, in the future, small-scale customers can choose whether and on what terms they
hand over control of some of their electrical devices
to the electricity market. This way, electricity
consumption can be optimised and the consumer
receives savings. Smart grids also enable choices
based on values, for example relating to locally
produced energy and security of supply.
”In the end, smart grids will have an impact on
each and every Finn,” Uimonen says. •

Thanks to the advanced electricity
market and high technological
expertise in Finland, we can be
European pioneers on many fronts.
Electricity Market Specialist Heidi Uimonen and Senior Advisor Risto Lindroos
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ELVIS has entered
the building
Fingrid launches an Asset and Operation Management
platform that is striving to be the industry standard.
TEXT | SAMI ANTEROINEN
PHOTOS | FINGRID
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ELVIS allows data to flow
freely from one application
to another, helping Fingrid
look and make predictions
”25 years into the future”.
ELVIS Program Manager Marcus Stenstrand

ELVIS Program Manager Marcus Stenstrand says that ELVIS has exceptionally
capable master data management (MDM).

T
Transmission system operators are facing a huge
challenge in the field of Asset and Operation Management (AOM). For a number of years, Fingrid has
been working on an Asset and Operation platform
that would rectify the situation. Finally, this year, the
new platform – named ELVIS – saw daylight and
stands ready to boost AOM to a whole new level at
Fingrid.
And what is it, then, that makes ELVIS tick – or,
sing, in this instance? Well, the solution is strictly
product-based, with standard solutions being applied as much as possible. ELVIS has exceptionally
capable master data management (MDM), meaning
that the information entered only once into one application is available for all other applications, too.

This called for some heavy-duty integration work and resulted in the use of the Common
Information Model (CIM) wherever applicable. In
addition, strong integration provides Fingrid with
new opportunities for the efficient digitalisation of
business processes, opening doors for world-class
analytics along the way.
BOOSTING EFFICIENCY
Now that ELVIS is up and running, Fingrid expects
the system to boost both productivity and reliability
– as well as facilitate better relationships with customers and service providers. The platform comes
with a price tag of € 30 million.
Marcus Stenstrand, ELVIS Program Manager,
explains that better data control has been an issue
at Fingrid since 1988 – but the real genesis of
ELVIS (Electricity Verkko – the Finnish word for
Grid – Information System) can be traced back to
2008.
“At that time, ELVIS project kicked off with
present and future process modelling. In 2010, we
sent out invitations for tenders,” Stenstrand looks
back.
Two years later, after a thorough public bidding
contest, IBM was chosen as the system integrator.
Matias Karvinen, Head of Application Innovation
Services for IBM Finland, admits that the four years
that followed posed a considerable challenge even
for a player of IBM’s caliber. Karvinen says that
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through it all, the value of a working partnership
came through loud and clear:
“In every project there are surprises, and success depends on how you’re prepared for those
surprises and how you’re able to react,” he believes.
AIMING HIGH
IBM’s Maximo is really the core of ELVIS, with seven
top products reinforcing the system. Karvinen says
that since Fingrid is one of the best-performing
transmission companies in the industry, the bar
was set quite high in this project.
“Through standard products we wanted to
achieve seamless integration,” he says, adding that
some customization was, quite naturally, required
as well.

CASE

The holistic approach that was
embraced in the making of AOM
is “truly unique”.
Head of Application Innovation Services Matias Karvinen, IBM Finland

Matias Karvinen, Head of Application Innovation Services at IBM Finland, says
that the project succeeded since Fingrid had a clear vision that was supported
by the senior management.

According to Marcus Stenstrand, integration
was also important from the point of view of the
“big picture” – as Internet of Things and Big Data
are gaining momentum, such issues as analytics and visualization are coming more and more
important.
“We wanted to be able to make quality decisions and much faster than before,” Stenstrand
says. As information flows freely from one application to another, Fingrid has improved its visibility
in the field by leaps and bounds: Stenstrand talks
about Fingrid being able to “look 25 years into the
future” now.
“The goal was to create a new point-of-reference for the entire industry,” he says, sounding
quite convinced that the target has been met.

approach that was embraced in the making of AOM
is “truly unique”.
Equally satisfied with the project is Fingrid
CEO Jukka Ruusunen who perceives ELVIS as key
also to company strategy:
“We need to respond to the revolution of the
Nordic electricity system. By the year 2020, we will
have all of our IT systems connected,” Ruusunen
says, calling ELVIS “the most important resource”
Fingrid has at its disposal. •

ELVIS
(abbreviated from ELectricity Verkko
Information System)
The ELVIS asset management system comprises a total of eight integrated products. By
using integration and data model standards,
the various system modules will be connected
to one another in a flexible manner, and the
integrity of data moving between the systems
will be ensured.
In the software package, the asset register,
maintenance management and planning of
connections will be taken care of using IBM
Maximo software. It is combined with location
and map information from the ESRi ArcGIS
product.

HAMMER TIME
Matias Karvinen is clearly thinking along those
lines as he says that the number one thing in the
entire overtaking was making sure that business
benefits – those promised to Fingrid – would also
be achieved.
“This meant that scope, risks and resources
were kept under control at all times,” he says,
while allowing for the use of “the Sledgehammer
Method” in a tight spot.
“The project succeeded since Fingrid had
a clear vision that was supported by the senior
management.” Karvinen maintains that the holistic

Other parts of the system are Oracle project
portfolio management, Schneider Electric
ArcFM (geospatial asset modelling), an SAP
mobile user interface, Intelligent Process
Solutions software for protection settings
management, Electrocon protection simula-

See the Elvis video:
www.fingridlehti.fi
/en/elvis-asset-andoperation-platform/
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tion and Siemens’ network calculation and
network model management applications.

COLUMN

Pekko Vehviläinen is a Doctor of
Technology, consultant for digital
healthcare services and the most
quantified man in Finland.

Artificial intelligence taking
and creating jobs – faster than
we can even imagine

I

recently attended conferences on digital health in
California. Although I follow technology and health
in my work, a couple of things surprised me.
There was certainly plenty of technology on
display, but surprisingly it stayed in the background behind the

correct. The patient’s cancer was identified and he could be treated.
On the website of furniture retailer IKEA, there is a chat
service enthusiastically offering help. The service is actually a
fast, cheerful and tireless artificial intelligence, which is constantly
improving its service. The travel website Hipmonk has developed

services that it was enabling. I was even more astonished about
what had happened to user interfaces. Natural speech, artificial
intelligence and added and virtual reality were all strongly on
display, and even in production.
In speech recognition, significant breakthroughs have
recently been made, thanks to neural networks, particularly deeplearning neural networks. Researchers have understood that
human speech is not letters and syllables but phonetic characteristics. A breakthrough has also been made in the development
of neural networks – they first learn characteristics, then finer
learning occurs after that.
In August this year, Microsoft achieved a new world record
when artificial intelligence that it had created recognised words
from a natural telephone conversation with a level of inaccuracy
of just 6%. With regard to similar test material, people wrongly
recognise about 4% of words. So we are now just a jot away from
the level of human expertise, and we might even surpass it.
On the other hand, understanding the content of speech and
text is developing at rapid speed. The best-known of artificial
intelligences, IBM’s Watson, is already in use in the interpretation
of patient reports, in diagnoses, in the profiling of retail customers
and in the analysis of corporate financial figures by the boards of
listed companies.
Genuine revolution in society will follow when advanced
speech recognition is combined with contextual artificial intelligence, for example in booking a hotel room, legal advice or maybe
even a visit to the doctor. We have got used to the idea that factbased expert advice is human work,but this is changing and the
change is already ongoing.
Doctors at Tokyo University faced a problem. They had a patient whose cancer they had for a long time been unable to identify.
The University fed the patient’s information and gene map into Watson, which compared the information with that of 20 million other
cancer patients. After 10 minutes, the diagnosis was complete. And

a chat service, which finds flights and hotels, asks relevant questions and even takes payments, using a natural written language.
The speed of development of artificial intelligence has even
astounded a researcher of neural networks like myself, and following the nature of digitalisation, machine learning is only accelerating and improving. Routine work is being given over to machines,
and at the same time jobs are disappearing in their millions.
In the USA, for example, the jobs of almost 3 million truck
drivers are under threat, as the first driverless trucks are already
plying the highways between Nevada and California. Within just
five years, truck traffic in the USA might be completely automatic.
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Artifical intelligence is already
in use in the interpretation
of patient reports, in the
profiling of retail customers
and in the analysis of
corporate financial figures.
Artificial intelligence is already in use in the interpretation
of patient reports, in the profiling of retail customers and in the
analysis of corporate financial figures.
We humans can be consoled by the fact that, although a
computer already beat a man at chess more than a decade ago,
the combination of a human and a supercomputer is better than
two or even ten supercomputers together.
The era of artificial intelligence will free us from routine and
laborious work, leaving us with work of creativity and development.
If you ask me, I can’t even forecast the world just 10 years into the
future. What is sure, however, is that dangerous and heavy work will
be done by machine and we humans will be left to… be people. •

Reserve power
is always ready
When do we use reserve power, and when do we use peak load capacity? How often are they needed?
Is sufficient reserve power always available? What is the purpose of a power balance forecast?
TEXT | ANNELI FRANTTI
ILLUSTRATION | OTAVAMEDIA OMA
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These questions were answered by Fingrid’s Reima
Päivinen, Senior Vice President, Power System
Operation and Sampsa Holmberg, Manager of the
Reserve Power Plants unit.
RESERVE POWER
Fingrid is responsible for maintaining the power
balance between electricity production and consumption in Finland at all times, which means handling imbalance and disturbance situations quickly.
For disturbance situations, Fingrid has access to
a so-called fast disturbance reserve that consists
of Fingrid power plants, leased power plants and
purchased reserve. In combination with the capacity on the balancing power market, this provides
enough capacity to handle various fault situations.
All in all, the fast disturbance reserve is more than
1,000 megawatts.
Fingrid owns 10 reserve power plants containing
a total of 23 power plant units. The company also
has six leasing agreements for reserve power plants.
Reserve power has been needed about once
a month during 2016. The need for reserve power
varies a lot from year to year.
Reserve power starts up quickly. Approximately
900 MW of power is available in 10 minutes and
after 15 minutes, the entire capacity of more than

1,000 MW is fully utilised. The full amount of power
has been needed a few times in recent years.
Disturbance situations often require one or more
reserve power units that operate for a few hours at
a time. Use of the units is determined on the basis of
what is most economical for the customer.

times of the year. They can produce a combined total of 300 MW of power. The Energy Authority has
decided that the amount of peak load capacity will
be around 600 MW in the next three-year period.
The period will begin next summer.

Faults in cross-border connections and disconnection of large power plants from the grid cause the
majority of disturbance situations in the electricity
grid. The fast disturbance reserve has been dimensioned so that it can compensate for a power deficit
caused by a possible fault in the power system’s
largest power plant unit or transmission connection.
Reserve power plants must have a start-up reliability of 90%. Each unit is subject to testing and trial
use every six weeks.

POWER BALANCE FORECAST
In the autumn, Fingrid compiles a forecast of electricity adequacy for the next winter. This assesses
the production capacity available to Finland and the
increase in consumption caused by sub-zero winter
weather. The forecast is intended for customer and
media use.
The momentary consumption forecast has
been 15,000 MW for several years in a row; this
figure is based on monitoring data. This figure was
exceeded in January 2016 when a record consumption peak was reached. This situation was
handled well. The electricity peak in our country is
most affected when temperatures drop below –20
degrees for a longer period in southern Finland,
which has a large number of large consumers and
households using electric heating.
“The report sends a message that Finland has
enough electricity. However, our high dependence on imports means that there is always a risk
of limits on the supply of electricity. The forecast
also stimulates energy policy discussion about the
amount of domestic production and the functionality and development of the electricity market,” says
Reima Päivinen.
Fingrid’s figures are used as part of the common forecast made with other Nordic transmission system operators. European TSOs (Entso-E)
also prepare a corresponding balance power
forecast, which includes the information from
Finland. •

PEAK LOAD CAPACITY
Peak load capacity ensures security of supply in
peak consumption situations during the winter if the
amount of market-based electricity available is not
sufficient. Since it was established in 2007, the peak
load capacity system has been used a few times.
Peak load capacity is based on the law: the Energy
Authority defines the amount needed and decides
which power plants and consumption locations
belong to the system. Fingrid is responsible for
operating the system.
Power plants belonging to the Finnish peak load
capacity produce energy when necessary between
1 December and 28 February. The Naistenlahti and
Haapavesi power plants have a contractual agreement with Fingrid concerning peak load capacity. On
the consumption side, the Suomenoja heat pump is
also part of peak load capacity.
The power plants are available at 12-hour notice
during the winter months and 30-day notice at other

The momentary consumption forecast has
been 15,000 MW for several years in a row.
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PREPAREDNESS > 300 MW

Peak load capacity

12 h

90%
STARTS UP QUICKLY

Fingrid owns 10 reserve power plants

10 min > 900 MW
15 min > over 1 000 MW

with 23 power plant units

Six leasing agreements for reserve power plants
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Reserve power

START-UP RELIABILITY

PROFESSIONALS

Towards the future Fingrid

Different experts
– a common goal
A working community is functional when different
experts work together. Every single professional in the
company helps move Fingrid towards a new way of
operating.
TEXT | KATI SÄRKELÄ
PHOTO | VESA TYNI

THE REFORMER
Antti Aarnio,
ICT Manager, Digital Services,
first year at Fingrid

”

Digitalisation plays a strong role
in the changes taking place at
Fingrid. We’re building services
where everyone has access to data
concerning, for example, the state of
the electricity market and electricity
grid. Everyone, both energy industry
professionals and ordinary consumers, should have better access to the

information that Fingrid possesses.
We’re continuing to work on centralised information exchange in the
Datahub project.
We learn from our mistakes, and
it’s important to be ready to try new
things. Fingrid is learning to use new
working methods and tools, we’re
developing our work culture in a more
agile direction. Communications and
cooperation between different sectors is important as we look for new
ways to work. •
THE REFORMER

THE CUSTOMER SPECIALIST
Tuukka Huikari,
Planner, Grid Services,
nearly two years at Fingrid

”

My job is related to reactive
power pricing and reactive
power transmission in the grid.
I answer phone calls and e-mails
from customers and write reports
concerning their situation. I often visit
customers to talk with, teach and
advise them. Not all customers have
electrical expertise, so I’m happy to
explain things to them.

In 2017, we’ll begin invoicing for
reactive power use and the processes developed for that purpose
are beginning to function independently. The focus of my work will shift
more towards developing electronic
services. The interfaces for electronic
services are being developed so that,
for example, customers have more
opportunities to check their own
electricity transmission data in the
future. •
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THE CUSTOMER SPECIALIST

THE DEVELOPER
Katariina Saarinen,
Development Manager, Grid Services
and Planning,
some 10 years at Fingrid

”

Fingrid’s electronic services are
a key part of my job. Another
part of my work involves developing an innovation culture. I meet
stakeholders and try to identify future
trends that we could utilise in Fingrid’s
activities.
We want to make Fingrid’s
somewhat scattered services more

FINGRID 3/2016

THE DEVELOPER

modern and useful to customers.
Our Palveluvisio (service vision)
project aims at identifying customer
needs and desires. We’re looking for
development areas that would most
benefit the customer. In the future,
we will also involve customers in the
process of developing electronic
services.
I really enjoy my work. I’m a natural developer, even in my leisure time.
I enjoy being able to think about how
things could be done better. •

THE PROTECTOR
Karri Koskinen
Expert, Safety,
three years at Fingrid

”

My work involves ensuring
the occupational safety of our
service providers. The largest
occupational safety risks are in the
field: power lines and substations, as
well as in investments and maintenance. Fingrid does long-term work
to prevent accidents, and our goal
is zero accidents. For the most part,
the situation at our worksites is good
and our suppliers are responsible, but
safety matters always have to be emphasised. Attitude plays an important
role in safety.
I find my work meaningful; after
all, I’m responsible for the health and
safety of people. I learn new things
all the time when talking with site
management and employees at the
worksites. •

THE COMMUNICATOR

THE TEAM PLAYER

THE COMMUNICATOR
Anna Hannonen,
Document Management Specialist,
Communications and Information
Management,
just over one year at Fingrid

”

I communicate information for
the needs of Fingrid, external
service providers and customers. Along with the archiving and
information service, my tasks include
developing information management.
The goal is to enable effective document management and ensure the

THE PROTECTOR

availability, joint use and electronic
archiving of up-to-date information.
Over the next few years, we’ll make
greater use of electronic archiving and
try to minimise the size of the physical
paper archive. Changing applications
present a challenge for electronic
storage, which means that material has
to be copied to new media on a regular
basis. •

THE TEAM PLAYER
Vesa-Matti Jussila,
Dispatcher, Main Grid C
 ontrol Centre,
Network Control,
about two years at Fingrid

”

We have a very close-knit
working community here at the
Main Grid Control Centre. We
have three different teams: balance
and power system control work in
three shifts, while network control
has 24-hour shifts. This requires
teamwork and a good team spirit.
Our people have to be able to coop-
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erate even when things get tough.
We’re responsible for a main grid
that covers the entire country – we
keep the lights on. Network control
tasks include disturbance management, fault clearance and managing transmission outages from the
control room. We do a lot of work with
the operational planning unit.
The Main Grid Control Centre
is the heart of Fingrid, but we aren’t
really meant to have a visible role. Our
most important job is to keep Finnish
feet warm and the lights on. •

Sensible solutions for reactive
power compensation
Greater use of underground cables has increased the amount of reactive power and thus main grid maintenance
costs. This means that, starting at the beginning of next year, Fingrid will have to monitor consumption of reactive
power on a connection-specific basis and charge for it if consumption exceeds specified limits. In the future, it may be
sensible for electricity companies to invest in technology that compensates for reactive power in a suitable manner.
TEXT | VESA TOMPURI
PHOTOS | FINGRID, LAHTI ENERGIA
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Reactive power is needed in the electricity grid in
order to maintain the proper voltage level and to
transmit electricity from one place to another. However, it’s not a good idea to transmit reactive power
over long distances because this increases grid loss
and reduces the transmission capacity of active
power. The best solution is often to produce the
required reactive power close to where it is needed.
When a light bulb is on, the active power in the
electricity grid is doing physical work. Although reactive power is the lazy brother of active power and
doesn’t actually perform any work, we still need it
to turn on the light bulb and transmit active power

to the bulb. Reactive power is always present in the
alternating current grid, which makes it part of eve-

power and resulting increase in main grid voltage.
For example, Fingrid has invested in reactors that

ry citizen’s daily life. In electrical language, reactive
power and active power combine to form apparent
power, which is the electricity power transmitted
in the grid in its entirety. Mathematically speaking,
the share of apparent power and reactive power
are expressed with complex numbers in which the
reactive power component describes the phase
difference between current and voltage.
“In a way, reactive power is a necessary evil –
like the foam in a mug of beer, which we tolerate
because it’s something that always comes with real
beer,” says Fingrid’s Power System Expert AnttiJuhani Nikkilä in comparison.
There are electrotechnical solutions available
that can compensate for, or optimise, reactive power. For example, capacitors that store
electricity charge produce reactive power, which
is then consumed by reactors. This is why adding
compensating devices to a substation helps keep
the amount of reactive power and electricity grid
voltage at the right level.

have reduced the amount of reactive power.
“The increase in reactive power has gradually raised main grid costs to the extent that in the
future we will have to invoice for supplying reactive
power if it exceeds limits specified on a customerspecific basis. In this case, the customer should
consider investing in reactive power compensation,”
says Reactive Power Planner Tuukka Huikari from
Fingrid.
According to Huikari, reactive power invoicing
will apply to about half of the connection points of
Fingrid’s customers. Pricing consists of two components: a power fee and an energy fee. The power
fee will take effect in phases starting at the beginning of next year, with the customer paying the full
price of 1,000 euros/Mvar in 2019. The energy fee
will be 5 euros/Mvarh.
Huikari’s job involves planning the pricing and
invoicing principles for reactive power. He says that
optimising reactive power is a very fundamental
task in order to keep grid operation costs under
control and to maintain system security for electricity distribution at a good level.
“Last summer, we already experienced situations in which we had to temporarily disconnect
main grid transmission lines to prevent the formation of too much reactive power and ensure that
the voltage level didn’t rise to a dangerous level.
Such actions can be problematic, as they have
a negative impact on the system security of the
electricity grid,” states Huikari.
He believes that regulation of reactive power
plays a key role in ensuring that consumer customers, public service providers and industry have an
uninterrupted supply of electricity at all times. •

REACTIVE POWER INVOICING
TO BEGIN IN EARLY 2017
The costs of maintaining the main grid have increased significantly due to the amount of reactive

Fingrid has invested
in reactors that have
reduced the amount
of reactive power.
Power System Expert Antti-Juhani Nikkilä
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Optimising reactive power
is a fundamental task:
grid operation costs are kept
under control and system
security for electricity
distribution is maintained
at a good level.
Reactive Power Planner Tuukka Huikari

CEO Arto Nikkanen

Reactive energy window and
determining billable reactive energy
QD = output area of connection point reactive energy when consuming active power
QG = output area of connection point reactive energy when producing active power
Pm = measured hourly output of active power
Qm = measured hourly ouput of reactive power
Pmin = the smallest level of active power that power plants behind the connection point can produce without
a time limit
- Pmin = −0,1 x Pnet
- Pnet= the total of net electrical power from power plants behind the connection point (MW)
- if a power plant’s power is no more than 1 MW, its Pnet = 0
- if the Pnet power of power plants is more than 450 MW, it does not increase the reactive power window,
i.e. the maximum (0,1 x Pnet/0,9) = 50,0 Mvar
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LE-Sähköverkko
Oy from Lahti
invests in it’s
own reactor
LE-Sähköverkko Oy, the distribution grid
company in the Lahti region, is currently implementing an investment programme that
will help to eliminate the negative effects of
an increase in reactive power.
“In 2011-2012, we invested in a new
110-kilovolt transmission cable that significantly increased the amount of reactive
power in our grid. Now we’re making a reactor investment. In the future, the variable
50-Mvar reactor being installed at Kytölä
substation will allow us to compensate for
the increased amount of reactive power
in our electricity distribution network,”
explains Arto Nikkanen, who is CEO at LESähköverkko Oy.
Supplied by Siemens, the substationsize reactor will be installed next spring.
Foundation work is being performed at this
time.
“When the reactor is operational next
summer, reactive power will no longer cause
extra costs. Security of electricity supply
will also remain at a good level because we
won’t have to disconnect meshed feed connections because of the cost. I believe that
we’ll soon be seeing a lot of similar projects
in the investment programmes of municipal
electricity companies,” says Nikkanen. •

UNDER THE MAIN GRID

The main grid can handle
many weather phenomena
Although storm winds, lightning, crown snow load, frost and freezing
rain pose a threat to power lines, Fingrid is well prepared for problem
situations caused by the weather.
TEXT | PÄIVI BRINK
PHOTO | KARI SANTALA / OTAVAMEDIA
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Fingrid always has access to up-to-date weather
information provided by the Finnish Meteorological
Institute via the Ilmanet service. The Meteorological Institute also produces a weekly weather review

We start patrolling on the ground and in the air to
monitor transmission lines and dislodge any crown
snow load that has built up on the structure,” says
Fingrid’s Control Room Manager Arto Pahkin.
Tree-proof transmission lines are one way of preparing for crown snow load and ice loads in advance.
“We clear the main grid right-of-way every five
years, and there is also a ten-metre border zone on
both sides where the trees cannot be too high. This
means that falling trees don’t land on electricity lines
and interfere with grid operations. Along with storm
winds and crown snow load, lightning causes problems and we use a lightning radar system to monitor
the movements of thunderstorms,” explains Pahkin.

THE TIMING OF A RELIABLE FORECAST
DEPENDS ON THE PHENOMENON
Temperature can be reliably forecast about 7 days in
advance, the routes of precipitation fronts 3–5 days
in advance, low pressure and winds 2–3 days in advance, and thunderstorms and amounts of precipitation 0–2 days in advance.
“Tornadoes, downbursts and major thunderstorms are especially difficult to forecast and locate
in advance,” states Aarnio-Frisk.
During the winter, it’s hard to forecast whether
rain is freezing and how much snow will accumulate.
“We’ve cooperated with the Finnish Meteorological Institute to, for example, improve our ability to

The Finnish Meteorological Institute and Fingrid
collaborate in a diverse manner. Fingrid particularly
needs observation and forecast information about
the wind, lightning, crown snow load and frost.
“Storm winds are a climate threat to the main
grid even though they rarely cause disturbances.
Fingrid raises its preparedness whenever storm
winds continuously exceed 20 m/s in a land area.
Proactive work also begins when the crown snow
load accumulates on a transmission line structure.

presented by a meteorologist in the Krivat system,
which provides the opportunity to ask more detailed
questions about the weather situation. The Meteorological Institute communicates about issues affecting
critical infrastructure by means of Luova bulletins, a
system that takes its Finnish name from preparation
for natural hazards.
“The meteorologist compiles a Luova bulletin
when a weather situation is expected to have significant effects on, for example, electricity distribution.
A Luova bulletin contains a forecast of the strength,
movement and area affected by the weather
phenomenon. It also assesses the impact of the phenomenon and is updated when necessary. A second
preparedness product called Luova monitoring is
drawn up on a daily basis. This forecasts the probability of weather phenomena that will be hazardous
to society and covers a period of approximately one
week,” says Marja Aarnio-Frisk, Head of Group at
the Finnish Meteorological Institute.
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KRIVAT –a preparedness system
for critical infrastructure
- Developed by the National Emergency Supply Agency and maintained by State Security
Networks Group, this system is intended to help
society make a faster recovery from serious
disturbances.
- Information about the disturbances and
maintenance work of various operators and the
duration of them is produced for the system on,
for example, a map template.
- Krivat is a tool that allows companies and authori-

ties that are critical to the functioning of society
to communicate in real-time, agree on actions and
allocate resources during disturbance situations.
- Accurate information speeds up decisionmaking and helps optimise the use of expert
resources. This allows society to recover faster
and reduces damage.
- Fingrid utilises Krivat to form a general picture of
the situation, for communication purposes, and
to disseminate information.

forecast and locate crown snow loads accumulating
on the lines. We have also researched the effects of
freezing rain on electricity lines,” says Pahkin.
INCREASES IN READINESS ARE ALWAYS
PLANNED
An increase in readiness is associated with a forecast
or event that makes it necessary to reserve company
or service provider employees to manage disturbances
or repair faults. Examples of such events include the
threat of a serious disturbance in the main grid, loss of
part of the operation control system or some ICT connections, or a forecast of a significant climate threat.
“If necessary, we establish a crisis centre in conjunction with the control room to efficiently handle
external and internal communications regarding the
disturbance. Properly timed communication with
stakeholders, the authorities and media is important,” explains Pahkin.
The Electricity Market Act requires grid companies to draw up a preparedness plan. Fingrid’s preparedness plan brings together Fingrid’s guidelines
concerning preparedness and disturbance management and information about preparedness. The
preparedness plan contains a readiness section that
provides regulations for Fingrid’s actions in extreme
conditions.
“The plan forecasts threats and minimises disturbances,” assures Pahkin. •

August 2016, the Rauli storm swept across the country and toppled trees onto electricity lines,
especially in Central Finland and Savo. Some 200,000 households were left without electricity. The
powerful storm remained in the same area for an exceptionally long time – up to 18 hours, and it only
became safe to begin repair work at nightfall. A large number of trees came down because the ground
was wet and soft from late summer rains and there were still a lot of heavy leaves on the trees. No
disturbances occurred on Fingrid’s main grid.
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Elenia uses cabling to safeguard
electricity distribution
TEXT | PÄIVI BRINK
PHOTOS | ELENIA
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y 2028, the distribution grid must
be constructed so that damage
caused by a storm or snow load
does not interrupt electricity distribution for more than six hours in a town planning
area. Interruptions in rural areas may be no longer
than 36 hours. This is stated in the Electricity
Market Act that took effect in 2013.
Every distribution grid company has to decide
how to safeguard their own services. Elenia’s
solution involves using underground cabling in its
electricity grid. The company’s 417,000 private,
corporate and society customers are located in
Kanta-Häme and Päijät-Häme, Pirkanmaa, Central
Finland and Ostrobothnia.
“We’re installing underground cabling at a pace
that will make 2,500 kilometres of distribution grid
weather-proof each year. At this time, underground
cabling has been completed on more than 35%
of our grid, and we would like to reach 70% by
2028. We’ve used only underground cables on our
electricity grid since 2009 because our research
shows that it is the most reliable and best solution

for the future needs of society. We’ve already
invested more than 115 million euros in a weatherproof electricity grid this year,” says Elenia’s Head
of Communications Heini Kuusela-Opas.
Systematic communications about disturbances in electricity distribution
“Communications is an integral part of our
preparedness system. Our control room is always
manned and we check our personnel, contractor and material resources whenever we receive
a cautionary Luova forecast. During major
disturbances in electricity distribution, we hold
systematic situational reviews every few hours. All
responsible persons, including our contractors,
participate in these events. We edit the memo

from every review to produce a situation bulletin
that is used by customer service when dealing with
fault reports, on our website and in social media.
If necessary, we send the bulletin to the media as
part of our round-the-clock service. We also maintain contact with municipalities, rescue authorities
and officials,” explains Kuusela-Opas.
The basic messages in a crisis situation are:
What has happened and why? When will the situation be normalised and how?
“People get irritated when information is not
available. Once they receive information, people
can actually affect the situation,” says KuuselaOpas in conclusion. •

Elenia has invested more than
115 million euros in a weatherproof electricity grid this year.
Head of Communications Heini Kuusela-Opas, Elenia
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QUESTION

An overhead line is a reliable and cost-effective solution. Locating and repairing faults in overhead lines is also faster than in underground cables.

Why doesn’t Fingrid use cabling?
Fingrid has determined that cabling is not the right solution for main grid electricity transmission.
TEXT | PÄIVI BRINK
PHOTO | FINGRID

Are the reasons for not cabling technical or
economic?
Both. Electricity grids normally use alternating
current technology, which is compatible with the
alternating current produced at power plants. An
alternating current cable is about 10 times more
expensive than an overhead line, and it also has
a shorter lifespan. Alternating current cables are
not technically suitable for high-voltage transmission over long distances. On the other hand,
an overhead line is a reliable and cost-effective
solution. The only concern is ensuring the treeproofness of the power line. The process of
locating and repairing cable faults is considerably
slower and requires more equipment than repairing overhead lines.

Do cables blend in to the landscape?
Not generally. Tunnelling an underground cable is
expensive. If the cable is not tunnelled, it requires
a tree-free cable area above ground, the use of
which is limited. Installing a cable at a depth of
1-1.5 metres requires land excavation. A cable
connection is usually longer than an overhead
connection because barriers in the landscape
have to be avoided.
However, the main grid does include approximately 320 km of cable. Why is this?
That 320-km segment represents a small but
important part of Finland’s 14,400-km main
grid. These are submarine cables that run to
Sweden and Estonia. Cross-border connections
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implemented by means of submarine cables are
the kind of direct current connections for which
cables are more suitable. Transformer stations
built on each side of the water convert direct current into alternating current and vice versa. This is
a functional but expensive solution.
How are things done in other parts of the
world?
There are only a few hundred kilometres of 400-kilovolt or larger alternating current cables in the entire world. Cables are not suitable for high-voltage
electricity transmission over long distances. •
More information: Fingrid’s Special Advisor
Max Isaksson and Senior Advisor Liisa Haarla

CASE

Power for a new era
Fingrid’s largest investment ever – a 400 kilovolt
transmission connection from Pori to Oulu
– has been completed. According to Fingrid’s
Executive Vice President Kari Kuusela, the new
Western Finland transmission connection meets
the challenges of a new era.

OULU
SIIKAJOKI

TEXT | MATTI VÄLIMÄKI

PYHÄNSELKÄ

JYLKKÄ

ILLUSTRATION | OTAVAMEDIA OMA
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“The transmission connection provides service for wind
power, which has been and continues to be built in Ostrobothnia to a great extent. It’s also located close to existing
and planned nuclear power plants. The connection will
be helpful if we can’t obtain enough electricity from local
sources after, for example, combined heat and power
plants have been closed,” says Kuusela.
New structures in the region replace old power
transmission lines that had smaller capacity and had come
to the end of their lifespan, simultaneously increasing
the efficiency of transmission connections between the
northern and southern parts of the country. The new connection makes it also easier to maintain Finland as a single
price area in terms of electricity transmission. Switching to
a higher voltage also reduces transmission losses.
Construction Manager Keijo Välimaa describes the
project as being similar to a large puzzle because of its
many sub-projects.
“We had a lot to think about, for example, when coordinating the various work phases of different contractors
and timing transmission outages so that they caused as
little interference as possible,” he explains.
“This multi-year project has been a huge challenge for
the entire Fingrid staff and the service providers. We came
through with flying colours.” •

KRISTINESTAD
PETÄJÄVESI

JYVÄSKYLÄ
PORI

ULVILA

TAMPERE

The new 400 kV transmission connection constructed as part of the western coast project
220 kV transmission line 110 kV transmission line
400 kV transmission line

Western coast transmission connection 2007-2016
• 380 KM OF 400 KV POWER TRANSMISSION LINE
• 9 NEW SUBSTATIONS, ALONG WITH SMALLER SUBSTATION EXTENSIONS
• 600–800 MEGAWATTS OF NEW TRANSMISSION CAPACITY
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The biggest investment
in Fingrid history

Connecting wind
power to the grid

The Western Finland investment programme is worth 260 million euros,
which is the largest investment ever made by Fingrid.

Approximately 1,000 megawatts of
wind power is under construction on
the western coast and can be connected to the grid. In particular, the
Jylkkä and Siikajoki transformer substations are intended for wind power.

One of four
The completion of the western coast line means that Finland now
has four 400 kilovolt transmission lines running from south to north.

Service for nuclear power plants
under construction

A major employer

New nuclear power is coming to the western coast.
• Olkiluoto 3 will account for about 1,600 MW, and
• Fennovoima’s Hanhikivi project for 1,200 MW.

THE PROJECT HAS AN EMPLOYMENT IMPACT OF

1,000

Reducing transmission losses
The higher voltage means that transmission
losses each year will decrease by an amount
equivalent to the electricity consumption of
2,500 electrically heated houses.

PERSON-YEARS.

EIA environmental impact
assessments

Looping provides
distribution reliability

A comprehensive EIA procedure has been performed for
the transmission line projects: Seinäjoki–Tuovila, Ulvila–
Kristinestad and Hirvisuo–Pyhänselkä. The Hirvisuo–
Pyhänselkä assessment received a national EIA prize.

For example, Tuovila, Kristinestad and Jylkkä
all have ”loops” – alternative routes that can
be used in fault or maintenance situations
– to increase electricity distribution reliability.

26 sub-projects, the largest of which were:
INVESTMENT PROGRAMME
LAUNCHED
(2007)

SEINÄJOKI–TUOVILA
(2009–2011)

ULVILA–KRISTINESTAD
(2012–2014)

HIRVISUO–PYHÄNSELKÄ
(2014–2016)

55 km 115 km 215 km
of 400 kV transmission line, a new
400/110 kV transformer substation
in Tuovila.
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of 400 kV transmission line, new
400/110 kV transformer substations
in Ulvila and Kristinestad.

of 400 kV transmission line, new
400/110 kV transformer substations
in Hirvisuo and Jylkkä.

EU GUIDELINES

The Demand Connection
Code (DCC) has been
published
The Demand Connection Code (DCC) has been published. Commission Regulation
(EU) 2016/1388 establishing a Network Code on Demand Connection took effect
on 7 September 2016. Fingrid has started implementation of the network code
and will present the related execution plan in November 2016.
TEXT | NIKLAS LÖF
PHOTOS | METSÄ GROUP, FINGRID

also include closed distribution systems. Demand

Demand Connection Code (DCC) is one of three
network codes related to connection. DCC sets
rules for connecting demand facilities and distribution systems to the electricity system. The code
is intended to ensure the system security of the
electricity system, fair competition conditions on
the internal electricity market, and the integration
of renewable energy sources.
At the same time, the network code facilitates
EU-wide electricity trade. The code also lays down
the obligations for ensuring that system operators
make appropriate use of the demand facilities’ and
distribution systems’ capabilities in a transparent
and non-discriminatory manner to provide a level
playing field throughout the EU. A code for new grid
connections
The Demand Connection Code confirms the
requirements for grid connections. The code classifies grid connections as transmission-connected
demand facilities, transimission-connected distribution facilities and distribution systems, which

units, used by a demand facility or a closed
distribution system to provide demand response
services to relevant system operators and relevant
transmission system operators are also classified
as network connections in the network code. The
network code specifies the technical requirements
for use of demand response in reserve services.
Demand response services provided to system
operators are divided into remotely controlled
and autonomously controlled services. Remotely
controlled demand response services include demand response used to control active and reactive
power and demand response used for transmission
constraint management. Autonomously controlled
services cover demand response that is used to
control system frequency and for very fast active
power control.The network code requirements
apply to all new grid connections. Although the
requirements do not generally apply to existing
grid connections, they can be applied if significant
changes take place in existing connections.
Furthermore, the network code requirements
are not applicable to storage equipment, with the
exception of the power production modules of
pump power plants, which have both production
and pumping modes.
GENERALREQUIREMENTS FOR DEMAND
FACILITIES AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
The Demand Connection Code specifies many
general requirements for demand facilities and distribution systems. In Finland, demand facilities and
distribution systems connected to the electricity
grid must be capable of operating within the framework of the frequency and voltage ranges and
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time periods specified for the Nordic synchronous
area in the network code. These elements of the
requirements are consistent with the Requirements
for Generators (RfG) network code.
The network code also specifies general
requirements for short-circuit withstand capability, reactive power, protection, control, information
exchange, demand disconnection and demand reconnection, power quality, and simulation models.
These requirements are the same for all European
synchronous areas.
COMMISSIONING PROCESS
WILL BECOME MORE FORMAL
The commissioning process for transmissionconnected demand facilities and distribution
systems will become more formal as a result of the

The DCC code sets rules for connecting consumption. The photo shows Metsä Group’s bioproduct mill
under construction in Äänekoski and, on the right, Fingrid’s Tuovila substation.

Fingrid will present
an execution plan for
the network code
in late autumn 2016.

operational notification procedure specified in the
network code. The three-step operational notification procedure includes a energisation operational
notification, interim operational notification and a
final operational notification.
In the commissioning process, the system
operator of the connection point is obliged to

monitor and issue operating permits in steps. The
system operator of a connection point may not
grant a connection permit for a new connection
that does not meet the network code requirements.
The system operator of the connection point can
also change the operating permit of the demand
facility or distribution system if it observes that the
requirements are not being met during normal use.
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
IS UNDER DEVELOPMENT
The Demand Connection Code was published
in the Official Journal of the European Union on
18 August 2016. Commission Regulation (EU)
2016/1388 establishing a Network Code on
Demand Connection took effect on 7 September
2016. As the code takes effect, new operating
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models will be developed and new requirements
implemented, which will guide connection to the
electricity system.
Stakeholders have the legal right to be heard
prior to the implementation of new operating
models and requirements. The system operator of
the connection point must submit a proposal for requirements being generally applied, or the methods
used to specify them, for approval by the authority
within two years of the network code taking effect.
Fingrid launched implementation of the
Demand Connection Code in autumn 2016. Fingrid
will present an execution plan for the Demand Connection Code at the next network code forum event
on 29 November 2016. The requirements of the
regulation must be applied nationally by
7 September 2019. •

Introducing Fingrid
to ICT students
The need for ICT expertise is increasing due to the digitalisation
of the energy industry. Students were invited to Fingrid’s ICT
event to learn and ask questions about the numerous ways
information technology is utilised in the company’s operations.
TEXT | KATI SÄRKELÄ
PHOTOS | JANIKA SEPPÄLÄ

“Fingrid is known for its strong expertise in electrical engineering, but we are also competent in other
areas critical to our operations. ICT is one of the
most essential,” emphasises Development Manager
Nina Kujala.

The event, especially targeted at ICT students, filled Fingrid’s auditorium with students
from several universities. The event presented
the ICT work of various company units from smart
grids to data security, the Datahub project and
career stories.
“With these kinds of events and campaigns,
we want to make sure that Fingrid is also known in
the ICT industry as an attractive employer,” Kujala
says.
“We offer tasks that are interesting and important for society, for example in data security and
overall ICT architecture. Work at Fingrid is quickly
becoming more international. Europe is integrating
its electricity industry, and Nordic cooperation has
been going on for a long time already.”
TOP SPOT IN RESPONSIBLE SUMMER JOBS
Fingrid won the large organisation category of the
Responsible Summer Job campaign in 2015. This
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year (2016), the company was again fighting for
the top spot. A particular cause for joy was that the
company received the best grade among all businesses in the section measuring responsibility for
looking after summer workers.
This year, Fingrid had about 40 summer workers, of which seven were in ICT. In the future, the
number of available summer jobs will further increase. Significantly, many summer workers return
to the company after graduation.
“The need for ICT expertise is increasing due
to the digitalisation of the energy industry. ICT is
no longer an isolated department, but it’s linked to
all our operations and services,” ICT Development
Manager Teemu Salo emphasises.
“We want to increase Fingrid’s recognition as
an employer in the industry and spread the word
among students, as well. In a few years, a young
student may be a tough expert.” •

We expect our applicants
to have genuine team spirit
and the drive to develop
new things.
Development Manager Nina Kujala
and ICT Development Manager Teemu Salo

Veera Pohjola is in her second year studying
information and communications technology at
Metropolia. She hopes for a versatile job that
includes both independent and team work.

information about Fingrid’s ICT operations. Alex

“

Fredriksson, Lasse Aarninsalo and Teemu Pas-

into account. I could consider applying for a job at

uri, who are studying at Haaga-Helia to become

Fingrid in the future.”

Especially information networks, open data
and IoT (Internet of Things) interest me. I hope

The event’s presentations provided a lot of

that my future workplace will have a relaxed

atmosphere and that well-being at work is taken

system specialists, continued the discussion with
Fingrid’s experts even during breaks between the
presentations. All three consider Fingrid a good
candidate for a future workplace.

“

I didn’t know much about Fingrid’s business
before, but now I know that the company

community will consist of great workmates and a

“

good working atmosphere.

“They also seem to take employees’ opinions into

employs many ICT professionals in various

The event gave a lot of information about
Fingrid’s business,” praised Marcus Wester-

tasks. I’m especially interested in data security,”

mark, who studies at Haaga-Helia to become a

said Alex Fredriksson. Alex hopes his future work

system specialist.
account, which is a definite bonus.”

“

Continuous development and learning in your
work are also important,” Lasse Aarninsalo

www.fingrid.fi/rekrytointi

pointed out.

www.linkedin.com/company/fingrid-oyj
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ENVIRONMENT

Wetlands and orchards under
transmission lines in Europe
Supporting the diversity of nature and varied recreational use enables versatile
use of the land under transmission lines. Rather than emphasising what may not or
cannot be done there, the focus is on the different uses that are permitted. European
transmission system operators are making diverse use of transmission line clearings
for different purposes. Fingrid is part of this work.
TEXT | PÄIVI BRINK
PHOTOS | KATRI PAANANEN, VASTAVALO

“Fingrid has collaborated with Life Elia. Some
of the utilisation opportunities that have come up
include berry and fruit orchards, sheep pasturing,
ponds and wetlands, and environmental education. In particular, wetlands have been added in the
target countries of Belgium and France as well as
in Finland. We are often asked about establishing
game wetlands, and this is permitted as long as
electrical safety is taken into account.
DIFFERENCES RELATED TO GEOGRAPHY
AND POPULATIONS
Fingrid has done studies on land use for transmission
line areas as well as an international comparison on
The fact that Finland is a sparsely populated
country is an advantage, and most of our transmission line areas are located in forests. This is
not the case in Central Europe, where legislation
in some countries allows construction almost
directly under the lines.
“The pressure related to land use in densely
populated countries is much greater than here in
Finland. The structure of transmission line towers
also differs from country to country, and in some
places there is more space under the lines than
in Finland. This and differing legislation make, for
example, construction and fruit tree cultivation
possible under the lines,” says Fingrid’s Special
Advisor Tiina Seppänen.
Since 2011, the European Union’s Life Elia
project has been looking for best practices for use
of the land under transmission lines, especially
with consideration to natural diversity. Belgium and
France are the project’s target countries, but ideas
have been sought throughout Europe.

the topic. The latest study in 2015–2016 examined
utilisation of transmission line areas in Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Great Britain and the United States.
“Sweden and Norway focus on increasing the
diversity of flora and fauna, while in Norway the
mountains restrict land use. The United States
wanted to find new opportunities for recreational
use by people and in Great Britain transmission line
areas were under cultivation or located in densely
built-up cities. The Life Elia project also emphasises the diversity of forest nature in France and
Belgium,” states Seppänen. •
www.life-elia.eu/en/

Sheep have been given “summer jobs” in Fingrid’s transmission line areas for several years. Sheep pasturing
combines support for small-scale entrepreneurship and the versatile use of transmission line clearings.
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In Central Europe, plants such as vines and fruit trees are grown under transmission lines. Since 2011, the European Union’s Life Elia project has been looking for
best practices for use of the land under transmission lines.

Tips for landowners and town planners
Fingrid is currently developing operating

DEVELOPMENT IDEAS FROM FINLAND:

models to increase utilisation of transmission

• Save the pollinators: Transmission line areas

line areas. The planning work takes private
landowners and, for example, municipal land
use planners into consideration.
Landowners sometimes oppose transmis-

Christmas trees are low enough that farming
can be permitted.

sion lines because they feel that they cannot

• Thinking about game: Due to their good vis-

utilise the land under them. However, no-one

ibility, transmission line clearings are used for

benefits if the land is left unused.

hunting and game towers can be built on the

“Fingrid is currently implementing a major

edges of them.

investment programme and development pos-

• Cultivating for food or beauty: In addition to

sibilities to increase utilisation of transmission

berries, many other useful or decorative plants

line areas have been identified in conjunction
with transmission line projects. Among other
things, the environmental impact assessments

are suitable for line clearings.
• Sheep pasturing on my land: Sheep are an
excellent choice for pasturing in line clearings.

performed for transmission line projects have

• Traditional meadow: Clearings can serve as

provided new impetus for promoting this mat-

an alternative to a meadow for many insects

ter. Electricity must be transmitted without
disturbances and we are developing our operating models to enhance the approval level for
For example, beehives or Christmas tree farms can
be located under transmission lines.

are suitable for beekeeping.
• Should I become a Christmas tree farmer:

transmission line projects,” says Development
Manager Satu Vuorikoski.
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and plants.
• Wetland: Wetlands maintain natural diver-

sity.

ELECTRICAL GADGET
Fingrid is a pioneer that initiates discussion on topics related to its
industry. In this series, we participate in the discussion by highlighting
electric novelties and current phenomena. You can suggest a topic
for this page via e-mail: viestinta@fingrid.fi

Virtual vision

If you were in a bus recently, wondering what that fellow is doing with a black box
on his face, you may have observed Fingrid’s Planning Engineer Juho Tuominen,
testing a 3D headset on his way to work.
TEXT | ANNELI FRANTTI
PHOTOS | SARRI KUKKONEN

he Gear VR virtual headset is used
by connecting it to a smart phone
by the same manufacturer, and
earphones or wireless headphones.
Then the device is placed over the eyes and the
velcro is closed behind the head. The three-dimensional experience is ready to begin!
Some applications need to be downloaded on
the phone first, though. The headset can be used
for things like watching 360 movies or TV series
from Netflix, playing VR games, viewing YouTube, or
trying out a solar system simulator. Juho Tuominen,
who was familiar with a technically stronger 3D game
experience in a computer
environment, tried all
these.

“The ‘light version’ of VR glasses was a positive
surprise. Considering their price, they offer a pleasant experience for watching movies, for example.
It’s like being in a virtual house, with the TV you
watch the movie on in front of you. With a 3G or
4G connection, the movie wasn’t interrupted even
once, and the phone battery had enough juice for
several hours,” Tuominen explains.
Anshar Wars, a space flight simulation included
with the headset, was one of the games he played while kicking for speed.

“VR games react intuitively when you move your
gaze or turn your head. You move in the direction
you’re looking. I increased the 360 atmosphere by
swivelling around in an office chair. Even though the
game doesn’t have long scenarios, its mechanics
and graphics work well and give a genuine 3D feel.”
How was it going to work with the black box?
“It doesn’t really suit a local bus journey. The
direction of the view can’t be locked, so the quick
turns of the bus made me turn my head, constantly
changing the angle of view. Instead, I intend to
purchase this headset for watching movies on longhaul journeys. I can also recommend the headset
for users of many different ages and levels; it really
offers new dimensions.” •

SAMSUNG GEAR VR HEADSET:
• Headset developed by Samsung and Oculus
• Price approximately 150 euros
• Not used independently but with a compatible phone
(Samsung S6 and S7 phones, prices from 500 euros)
• Weight 345 grams, doesn’t tire the neck much, padding
for the face
• Field of view 101°, control panel in the side
• Includes: Accelerometer, gyroscope and distance meter
• Comfortable use with Bluetooth headphones and a
separate game controller
• Possibly the best-selling virtual headset model in 2016
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GRID QUIZ

Competition for readers
of the Fingrid magazine
Answer the questions and send your answers by 18.12.2016 to the address Fingrid Oyj,
PL 530, 00101 HELSINKI. Please write “Verkkovisa” (Grid Quiz) on the envelope.

1. In September, the Rauli storm increased the
production of Finnish wind power to
a. 500 megawatts.
b. 1,000 megawatts.
c. 2,000 megawatts.

5. According to Fingrid’s expert Antti-Juhani Nikkilä,
reactive power is
a. like sugar at the bottom of a cup.
b. like the almond in rice porridge.
c. like the foam in a mug of beer.

2. The Nord Pool electricity exchange has launched a
pilot project in which
a. intraday market trade continues until half an hour before
the delivery hour.
b. plans are made to prepare for surprises on Elbas markets.
c. forecasts are drawn up for electricity market development
in the next five years.

6. The employment impact of the construction of the
transmission connection in Western Finland is a total of
a. 1,500 person-years.
b. 1,000 person-years.
c. 500 person-years.
7. At Fingrid’s ICT event, students
a. considered Fingrid a good candidate for a future
workplace.
b. trained for a job interview.
c. gave Fingrid points based on their summer job
experience.

3. The price for Fingrid’s ELVIS platform is
a. 10 million euros – it would have been enough to buy Elvis
and Priscilla’s Beverly Hills mansion a few years ago.
b. 20 million euros – the price of the hundred Cadillacs
owned by Elvis back in the day.
c. 30 million euros – for that kind of money, you could buy
about a hundred of Elvis’ guitars at an auction this year.

Everyone who replies to the
Grid Quiz will participate in
a prize draw for three
pairs of warm woollen
socks by Helsingin
Villasukkatehdas.

4. Peak load capacity
a. ensures the supply of electricity in peak consumption
situations during the winter months.
b. is taken into use by starting up Fingrid’s own reserve
power.
c. defines the highest momentary consumption.
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Now you can also find
Fingrid’s magazine online
at fingridlehti.fi/en/
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